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Introduction. We consider whether we can determine a function space in which the Cauchy problem for a given weakly hyperbolic
operator is well-posed or not.
This question has been studied by several mathematicians.
The results independent of the lower order terms were obtained by
Ohya [4] and Bronstein [1] etc., which show that the multiplicity of the
characteristic roots determines the well-posed class.
On the other hand, in [3] Ivrii presented two interesting examples.
(I) Let P=--t+at3, where/ and are non-negative integers and
well-posed
a=/=0. When 0</-1,_ the Cauchy problem for P is
if and only if 1=<(2/-)/(t--1).
(II) Let P=--x"+ax, where p, r and a are the same as (I). When
0=<r/, the Cauchy problem for P is 7;)-well-posed if and only if
1 =<_ < (2/ ) / (/
These two examples show that the lower order terms have a great effect
on the well-posed class.
Igari [2], Uryu [6] and Uryu-ltoh [7] extended Ivrii’s examples for
more general operators respectively.
In this paper we shall extend (If) to some weakly hyperbolic operators
of order m and of variable multiplicity.
1. Statement of results and remarks.
1). f(x) e ,or(’)implies that f(x)e C(R ) and
Definition 1 ,(7(’),o, 7 (‘)
for any compact set KcRn there exist constants c, R>0 such that ]Djf(x)]
<:cR"t[a]! ", x e K, for any c. f(x) e 7 (’) implies that this estimate holds
for any x e R n.
Let L be
L=Lo(t, x, Dr, D)+ L(t, x, Dt, D),
()
where
a.(t, x)D)Dt
a(x)
Lo(t, x, Dr, D) D’2+
and
L(t, x, Dt, DD Y.: =1 a(x) (Y.,.=_ b.(t, x)D)D7
We assume the following conditions on L.
(A-l) -roots o1 r-t Y-],= ,.l=a.(t, x)" =0 are real and distinct.
(A-2) a.(t, x), b.(t, x) e ([0, T],
(A-3) a(x) e 7 () and is a real-valued function.
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are non-negative integers such that/>__1 and
",
m- 1).
(2"=0,
Now we shall define important numbers ,(i), p(i) and p. For i=l, ...,
m--l, (i)=,/(i[) and p(i)=l+i{1--,(i)}. And p=max {p(1),
p(m--1)}.
/, 0,

...,

...,

Then we have the following theorem..
Theorem 1. Under (A-1)-(A-4), if l =<p/(p--1), the Cauchy problem

for L"
R
on R
m--1
[Du(t, x)lt:o--u’(x), i--0,
()
m
ell-posed,
1) and any f(t,x)
any
is r()w
O,
i.e.
u(x) e,o (i
for
loc-"
e ([0, T] ’()
/loci of (CP)
loc) there exists a unique solution u(t, x) e _([0, T], ()
Remark 1. When p=l, (CP) is C-well-posed (see [5]).
Remark 2. In the case of finite degeneracy, our sufficient condition
is best (see [3]).
2. Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1. We shall reduce Theorem 1
to Theorem 2.
Definition 2. We say that f(x) e H belongs to F (’) if there exist constants c, R>0 such that IIDf(x)ll<=cR"l[a]! for any a, where I’]1 denotes
L-norm with respect to x.
Definition 3 (cf. [7]). We say that a symbol h(x, ) belongs to S() if
there exist constants c., R>0 such that for any a,
(x, ) e R xR
[3Dxh(x, )]=c.R ]fl[ !(}- ",
Let P be a pseudo-differential operator
(2)
P--P(t, x, Dr, D)=Po(t, x, D, D)+ P(t, x, Dr, D).
Po(t, x, r, )= l-[a {r--a(x),2(t, x, )}, where 2(t, x, ) e _([0, T], S()) are
real-valued and l(2-2)(t,x,)]>__(} for some constant 0 if i:/:].
Further
P(t, x, r, )
a(x)-b_(t, x, )r
where
b(t, x, ) e _([0, T], S()).
Then we get the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Under (A-1)-(A-4), if l<=p/(p--1), the Cauchy problem
P
for is F()-well-posed.
In order to prove Theorem 1, it is sufficient to show Theorem 2. For
since an operator (1) is changed into another operator (2) by space like
transformation, we can see that a domain of dependence is finite. Hence
using a partition of unity, Theorem. 1 follows from Theorem 2.
3. Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2. We shall prove Theorem 2
by the method of successive approximation. Therefore we decompose P
as follows and consider the following scheme.
P(t, x, Dr, D x)--Qo(t, x, Dt, D x)+ Ql(t, x, Dt, D),
where
Qo(t, x, Dr, D)--Po(t, x, Dr, D)+ =1 bo(t, x, D)D
and

(CP)

Lu(t, x)= f(t, x)

in (0, T]
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(3)0
and for ]_1

(3)

Qou(t, x)-- -Qu_(t, x)

in (0, T]

i-O, ..., m--1

I

.

on R
[Du(t, x)lt=o=O,
Since the Cauchy problem for Q0 is H-well-posed (see [5]), it is sufficient to show that the formal solution
u(t, x)=
u(t, x) converges in _([0, T], F(’)).
For this purpose we consider the following Cauchy problem.
Qov(t, x)=g(t, x)
4
i---0, ", m-- 1
(Dv(t, X)It__0---0,
where g(t, x) e .([0, T], F (’)) such that for any fixed integer sl Dg]t=o=O,
O<_i<_s--1. We may assume that for any r>=0 there exist constants c,
For simplicity we use the
R, M0 such that IIArg(t,x)ll<=cRr!t’e
notation w(s, t, R)=Rrr !" t .e Mrt.
We assume the existence of solutions of (4).
Lemma 1. Let i(t)--,__-0(r+l) -(/) -],/__ ]la(x)"Ar/Dvll. Thus
for any rO there exists a constant AO such that for suciently large
R, M, s q(t) cAs-w(s, t, R).
The following lemmas follow from Lemma 1.
We note that ,,=0 or there exist non-negative integers p, such that
m--1.
P,t,,g(P,+ 1)/, i=1,
Lemma 2. For any r>=O, the following estimate holds.
IIArQVlIgc’cA
[s-"(){(r+i). .(r+ 1)} -(’)"
(q /*- ’)
{(r i)... (r + i-- q 1)}-’{(r -t- i-- q)... (r + i p,)}-’]
+ sw(s + p(i) 1, t, R),
where cO and q is a positive integer such that p,+ 1--q0.
Lemma :. The Cauchy problem for Qo is F(’)-well-posed.
Lemma 4. For any fixed integer s>=l there exists N=N(s) e N such
that for any ]>=N--1 Du],;0=0, Oi<_s+m--3.
Therefore we may assume that for any r>__0
(5)
IIAQ,u, I<=cw(s, t, R).
Lemma 5. Under (5), if l<=xp/(p-1), there exist constants A’, B,
0 which are independent of r such that
(6)
]IAu/[I=cA’Bnn-w(s, t, 2"R)
for n--0, 1, 2,
From Lemma 3 and Lemma 5 we find that if l<:xp/(p--1), the formal
solution converges in _([0, T], F(’)). Hence we obtain the existence of
m-l), then we
solutions. And if we set f(t, x)=0 and u(x)=0 (i=0,
can get the inequality similar to (6) for u(t, x). Therefore we obtain the
uniqueness of solutions.
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